Erik Heilman joined IEEE-USA in June 2023 bringing extensive knowledge of the legislative and political process developed during over twenty years in both the legislative and executive branches of the federal government, and in representing business interests in various advocacy and lobbying functions.

In his capacity as IEEE-USA’s Director of Government Relations, Erik leads a team of legislative and policy professionals that helps shape American technology policy for the benefit of IEEE members, the technology professions, and the broader American public.

Join us for an interesting evening as we learn how IEEE-USA represents the engineering profession to the US government.

Date: April 25, 2024

Time: 5:30 to 6:00 registration
6:00 to 6:30 dinner
6:30 to 7:30 presentation by Eric Heilman with time for questions by the audience

Location:
Liberty Station Building (by the playground!)
6359 Selig Drive
Independence, OH 44131